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Finally, the CD-ROM also contains a wealth of solved

homework problems that may be used fbr practice and

self-study.

"å'' NOTE: Hundreds of Sotved Problems

ä"1ffi Fn'ok*ilcms

F-2.'{ Definex(r) as

x(t) :3 cos(rosr - n 14)

For co6 : t I 5, make a plot of x (r) that is valid over the

range-10<r<20.

F-2"2 FigureP-2.2 is a plot of a sinusoidal wave. From
the plot, determine values for the amplitude (A), phase

(@), and frequency (r,16) needed in the representation:

x(t):Acos(rosrf@)

Give the answer as numerical values, including the units
where applicable.
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Fr-2.3 Make a carefully labeled sketch

following functions.

(a) Sketch cos d for values of 0 in the

6n.

(b) Sketch cos(0.22r) for values of /
periods of the function are shown.

for each of the

range0<e<

such that three



CHAPTER 2 SINUSOIDS

P-2.7 Simplify the following expressions:

@) 3einlz l4e-i"le

0) (.,6 - i3)'o

(d) (€ - i3)rt3

(e) lle {ie-i"t3I

Give the answers tn both Cartesian form (x * ly) and

polar form (reie'r.

P-2.8 Suppose that M.qru.{s is used to plot a sinusoidal

signal. The following M.q.rrA.e code generates the signal

and makes the plot. Derive a formula for the signal; then

draw a sketch of the plot that will be done by M'+'rra'n'

lF 1/1A^|.uL - r/ f vv t

tt=-1 :dt:L;
Fo = 2;
zz = 30O*exp 1i * 1Z*pi*Fo* (tt - 0.75) ) ) ;

xx = reafl zz );
z

plot ( tt, xx ) , grid on
TiLle( ,SECTION Of A S]NUSOID, )

xlabef ('TIME (sec) ' )

P-2.9 Define x(r) as

x(r) : 2 sin(aot + 45") * cos(@s/)

(a) Express x(r) in the form x(t) : A cos(coor * d)'

(b) Assume that cos : 5r ' Make a plot of x(r) over the

range -1 < t < 2. How many periods are included

in the plot?

(c) Find a complex-valued signal z(r) such that;r(r) :
se{z(r)}.

2-IO PROBLEMS

P-2.10 Definex(r) as

x(t) :5 cos(cor) * 5 cos(a;r + 120")

*5cos(rr;r -120")

Simplify x(t) into the standard sinusoidal form: x(r) :
Acos(at * d). Use phasors to do the algebra, but also

provide a plot of the vectors representing each of the three

phasors.

P-2.11 Solve the following equation for 0:

!te{(l * i1eio1 :-l

Give the answers in radians. Make sure that you find all
possible answers.

P-2.12 Give two possible complex-valued solutions to

the following differential equation:

d2xu) p-2.11

' 
: -100-l(r)dtz 

x(t)

P-2.13 Define the following complex exponential Expre

signal: comP

s(f): 5nin/3nilotrt 
ExPla

P-2.1
(a) Make a p10t of s;(/) : Sm{s(t)}. Pick a range of shiftr

values for / that will include exactly three period

of the signal. xl

ln tht
(b) Make a plot of q(r): Sru{,i(l)}, where the dot

means differentiation with respect to time t ' Again slnusl

plot three cycles ofthe signal. (a) '

:

'%, DEMO: Rotating Phasors ,, ,(b) ,

P-2.14 For the sinusoidal waveform shown in Fig.

P-2.14, determine the complex phasor representation (c)

X - Aeia

i.e., fi
repres(

(

x(t) 
r

-(
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P-A.4 Simplify the following complex-valued expres-

sions:

(a) 3eiz"tt - 4e-ilTl6

@ d, - iz)B

@ (Jz - iD-r

@ 65 - i2)'t'

(e) 3m{j e-it'/21

Give the answers in both Cartesian and polar form.

P-A.s Evaluate each expression and give the answer in
both rectangular and polar form. In all cases, assume that

Zt:-4*73andzz:l-j.

P-4.7 Simplify the following complex-valued expres-

sions. Give your answers in polar form. Reduce the

answers to a simple numerical form.

(a) For z : -3 * 74, evaluate I lz.

(bt For z : -2 * 72. evaluate 1s.

(c) For z: -5 + j13, evaluate lzl2.

(d) For z: -2 * 75, evalualel\le{ze- j"lz1

P-A.8 Solve the following equation for z:

z4:j

Be sure to flnd all possible answers, and express your

answer(s) in polar form.

P-A.g Let zo - ni2nlN . Prove that z{ 1 : llzo.

P-A.10 Evaluate (- i)r12 and plot the result(s).

(a) zi

(b) z2z

(c') a + z;

(d) jzz

(f) zt I z.z

(s) e"

(h) zrzf

(1) ztz.z

(e) zlt : llzr

P-4.6 Simplify the following complex-valued sum:

7. _ rien/3 a "- 
i5n 8 1 Oll.1z'8

Give the numerical answer for z in polar form. Draw a

vector diagram for the three vectors and their sum (1).

f

lu

Pr

E
Et
N.
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Simplify the following complex-valued expres-

i2n 13 ,t ^ .jr /6
--r

5 - ;ttg

E - jz)-'

5 - P11tz

n{ j e- i't lz1

e answers in both Cartesian and polar form.

Evaluate each expression and give the answer in
:tangular and polar form. In all cases, assume that

4+j3andz2:l-i.
(f) zr/22

(g) e,'

+ zä (h) zrzi

z (i) zrzz

1 
- r r-
- | / 1l

Simplify the following complex-valued sum:

1 : siqt13 1 o isn/8 a nlt3n/8

e numerical answer for z in polar form. Draw a

liagram for the three vectors and their sum (z).

P-4.7 Simplify the following complex-valued expres-

sions. Give your answers in polar form. Reduce the

answers to a simple numerical form.

(a) For z : -3 * j4, evaluate Il z.

(b) For z: -2 * 72. evaluate zs.

(c) For z: -5 + j13, evaluate lzl2.

(d) For z: -2 t 75, evaluatelie{ze-inlz1

P-A.8 Solve the following equation for 4:

/-Z': J

Be sure to find all possible answers, and express your

answer(s) in polar form.

P-A.g Let zo - ,iztr lN . Prove that z{-' : l lzo.

P-A.10 Evaluate (- iltl'and plot the result(s).
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